Weekly Reviews

Russia’s war against Ukraine: The energy dimension

NadraMonitor - Monitoring of permitting activities and changes in regulation of the extractive industry of Ukraine

Decarbonization

Legislative framework for the implementation of environmental inspection reform in Ukraine

«Reform in full» (analysis of the potential impact (ex ante) of the implementation of Directive 2010/75/EU in the energy sector of Ukraine)

DiXi Group and 40 other public organisations prepared recommendations to the draft EU Regulation on the supply of critical raw materials

Industrial pollution reform: the Verkhovna Rada is once again trying to circumvent EU requirements
Best practices in green finance and post-war green recovery: opportunities for Ukraine
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Analysis of global experience in using debt and related financial instruments for climate finance
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War and green recovery: a business perspective
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European Green Deal War and Recovery
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Monitoring of the implementation of the IMF programme and the EU macro-finance (pilot issue)
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Cookbook of Ukrainian recovery 2023
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Policy Brief “Restoring the Energy Sector of Ukraine: Mitigating corruption risks”
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Priorities For Ukraine’s Energy Recovery From The Supervisory Board Of DiXi Group

Summary of the discussion (September 2022)
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Summary of the discussion (April 2022)
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100 days of war: consequences for the Ukrainian environment
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How to rebuild a “green” country: recommendations for Ukraine's recovery
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Open Data

Energy Transparency Index 2022: Military Edition
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Energy Transparency Index 2021, 2020, 2019, 2018

Research “Access to public information in the energy sector during martial law”
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Practical aspects of implementing the EITI Standard and recommendations for new EITI participants on contract disclosure
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Exchange trading during the war: who traded gas and at what prices in January-September 2023
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Assessment of the regulatory impact of the introduction of the mechanism of self-generation of electricity from renewable energy sources
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Ukraine's experience in disclosing extractive contracts: key stages, hidden threats and risks
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TRANSITION BOOK: reforms in the extractive industry before and after the war (2022)
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Security and Sustainability

Energy Security Scoreboard 2023 report (pilot release)

Will electricity exports help restore the power system?

Gas hub: what Ukraine offers to European partners

“Nuclear” sanctions: no simple solutions

Development of distributed gas generation in Ukraine: strategy and tactics

Import of LPG of Russian origin to Ukraine: how much does the aggressor earn

Impact of electricity imports on Ukraine’s energy security

The intention to increase taxes for gas production needs to be assessed in terms of energy security and business climate

Document “Bloody Hide and Seek? Western presence in the Russian energy sector after Russia’s full-scale invasion of Ukraine (as of March 22, 2022)”

How to help Ukraine: 10 ways to strengthen energy security
Ukrainian Energy Security Dialogue

Conference summary (2022)
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How to cut off the tentacles of the Russian energy octopus
- SUEK
- RusHidro
- Gaspromneft
- Inter RAO
- ЛУКОЙЛ
- ROSNEFT
- ROSATOM
- NOVATEK

Power of synergy: cooperation of society, government and business as a key element in combating disinformation in the field of nuclear energy
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Analytical report “The day has come when we all recognised that information has become another kind of weapon”: the architecture of Russian disinformation
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Analytical report “What are we doing, shooting at ourselves?”: Russian disinformation narratives on the occupation of the Zaporizhzhia Nuclear Power Plant